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Introduction
The gravamen of a third-party claim of bad faith is that
the insurer failed to settle a claim against an insured
when it had the opportunity to do so.1 The essence of
the claim is that the insurer acted solely on the basis
of its own interests, failed to properly and promptly
defend the claim, and thereby exposed the insured to
an excess judgment.2 However, a claim based on in-
surer negligence is insufficient to establish bad faith.3

In assessing whether an insurer has acted in bad faith,
courts will consider a variety of circumstances. Some
courts permit an insurer to assert reliance on the advice
of counsel as an affirmative defense, or at least consider
it as a factor,4 in determining bad faith, while others
refuse to recognize this defense.5

This article will discuss some of the recent opinions that
discuss the application of the defense of the advice of
counsel and some of the discovery issues that arise when
the defense is presented.

The Good
In determining whether an insurer’s actions, including
denial of benefits, are reasonable a court may consider
whether the insurance company relied on the advice of

its counsel as a possible defense.6 However, reliance on
counsel does not automatically insulate an insurer from
bad faith.7 In assessing whether reliance on the advice
of counsel precludes bad faith, courts will consider such
factors as whether the insurer knew the legal standard
involved such that it could determine whether the
advice of counsel was erroneous and whether the in-
surer made a full disclosure of all relevant facts to its
counsel.8

In Chaidez v. Progressive Choice Ins. Co., a first-party
action involving the theft of a vehicle, the court re-
viewed counsel’s opinion letter and the information
he relied upon, including the recorded statement and
examination under oath of the insured.9 The initial
consideration for the court was whether the insurer
thoroughly investigated the plaintiff’s claim prior to
denying it, ‘‘for if an insurer does not fully inquire
into the bases of an insured’s claim before denying it,
the insurer cannot be found to have denied the bene-
fits to the insured reasonably and in good faith.’’10

The court determined that the insurer’s reliance on
the advice of its counsel was reasonable and precluded
a finding of bad faith.11

InWestchester Fire Ins. Co. v. Mid-Continent Cas. Co., an
excess insurer sued the primary carrier for bad faith in
failing to settle a claim within the limits of the primary
policy.12 The underlying accident related to a plaintiff
who sustained multiple injuries, including brain dam-
age, fractures, and urological impairment as a result
of operating a concrete mixer. The primary carrier had
issued a $1million liability policy to themanufacturer of
the concrete mixer. The primary carrier retained counsel
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to defend the underlying liability lawsuit. Its counsel
conducted several mock juries. As a result of the mock
juries, the primary insurer believed this matter had a
potential jury value of $1.6 million to $2 million.13

However, the insurance adjuster believed the plaintiff
would be found 75% to 90% comparatively negligent.14

Counsel for the primary insurer believed that there was
a 70% chance of a defense verdict, a net verdict exposure
of $650,000 and a settlement value of $150,000 to
$300,000.15 As a result, the primary insurer never
made a settlement offer higher than $150,000.

The excess carrier issued approximately five demands to
the primary to settle the suit prior to trial. Although
most of Plaintiff’s offers remained above $2 million, the
court found that Plaintiff had made one settlement
demand prior to trial within the primary insurer’s pol-
icy limits.16The underlying matter was ultimately tried
to a jury, who awarded the plaintiff $1,705,173.17 The
primary insurer believed it would receive a set-off and
the net award would not exceed $1.6 million. Plaintiff
then wrote to the insurer and demanded $1.6 million.
The primary insurer failed to provide this demand to
the excess carrier and failed to advise them of its rejec-
tion of this offer.18 The Court entered a final judgment
in the amount of $1,990,173.19

The excess carrier then filed the instant suit against the
primary carrier for bad faith. The court divided its an-
alysis between the pre-verdict and post-verdict conduct
of the primary insurer. For the pre-verdict conduct, the
court found that the insurer had not acted in bad faith.20

The court found that the primary insurer had reasonably
investigated the matter, and reasonably relied upon the
advice of its ‘‘accomplished trial attorney.’’21 The pri-
mary insurer was reasonable in rejecting the settlement
offers, within the policy limits, made prior to and during
trial as nothing had occurred to change its evaluation of
the case or its anticipation of a verdict.22

However, the court found that the primary insurer’s
‘‘hasty dismissal’’ of the $1.6 million demand after the
verdict was a decision made in its own interest and
without any consultation with the excess insurer.23 As
such, the primary insurer’s post-verdict conduct sup-
ported a finding of bad faith.24

The Bad
As briefly discussed above, reasonable reliance on counsel
requires an element of evaluating whether the advice is,
in fact, reliable.25 There are also times where the actions

of counsel may be considered one of the contributing
factors of the bad faith claim.While not directly bad faith
decisions, the following are some examples of malprac-
tice claims arising from bad faith suits.26

In Hartford Ins. Co. v. Koeppel, an insurer sued its re-
tained counsel for malpractice and breach of contract
under a third-party beneficiary theory.27 The insurer
had retained counsel to respond to a demand letter
from a third-party related to an auto accident involving
the insured. Early on, the insurer had assessed the claim
that it would likely ‘‘greatly exceed’’ the policy limits.28

The insurer tendered its policy limits, but the tender
was not accepted.29 The insurer notified the insured of
the potential excess exposure and advised that he retain
personal legal counsel. The insurer then continued its
efforts to resolve the claim within its policy limits.

Opposing counsel then issued a time-sensitive policy
limit demand, offering to settle the claim for policy
limits and a ‘‘mutual notarized general release.’’ The
insurer retained counsel to accept the demand and
draft the release. However, the terms of the demand
were not met. In the subsequent suit, the insurer claims
that retained counsel negligently responded to the
demand letter, resulting in a lawsuit against the insured
and an eventual settlement substantially in excess of
the policy limits.30 The insurer then commenced the
instant suit against the retained counsel.

Counsel moved to dismiss this lawsuit claiming that his
duty was to the insureds alone.31 However, the court
explained the tripartite relationship between the
insured, counsel, and the insurer retaining that counsel,
with both the insurer and insured as co-clients.32 As
such, the suit was allowed to proceed.

In U.S. Specialty Ins. Co. v. Burd, the insurer retained
counsel shortly after an accident to assist and defend the
insured against claims related to an accident, with the
understanding that these claims would likely exceed
the policy limits.33 Counsel then monitored the situa-
tion, so he would be up to speed ‘‘should matters turn
ugly.’’34During the initial period, the insurer attempted
to settle the claim for $850,000 on a $1 million policy,
but the claimant’s counsel rejected the offer and advised
that the policy limits would not be enough to settle the
claim. For the first time, at this point, counsel wrote to
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the insured and advised of his retention to represent
it.35The claimant filed suit and counsel responded with
a letter expressing his surprise because he thought an
agreement had been reached.36 Plaintiff’s counsel
claimed bad faith.37 The insurer ultimately settled for
$9 million three years later.38

The court noted that while counsel had been hired to
represent the insured, it also owed a duty to advise the
insurer with reasonable care.39 The court also noted
that no coverage defense would be asserted and that a
settlement needed to be effected in a way to maximize
the benefit to the insured.40

The Discovery
When an insured asserts a bad-faith claim against his
insurer in the way that the claim was handled, unique
considerations arise.41 Once a claim for bad faith has
been asserted, an insured needs access to the insurer’s
file to discover facts to support its claim.42 However,
the insurer may overcome the presumption of discover-
ability by showing that its attorney was not engaged in
the quasi-fiduciary tasks of investigating and evaluating
or processing the claim, but instead in providing the
insurer with counsel as to its own potential liability,
including whether or not coverage exists.43 Simply
asserting the defense of compliance with the law is
not the same as relying on the advice of counsel.44

Advice of counsel is raised only when the client asserts
a claim or defense and attempts to prove the claim or
defense by disclosing or describing an attorney-client
communication.45

In City of Glendale v. National Union Ins. Co. of Pitts-
burgh, PA, the city submitted a claim to its insurer for
defense costs and indemnification related to an under-
lying lawsuit.46 The insurer retained outside counsel to
prepare a coverage opinion. Based in some part on this
opinion, the insurer denied coverage. The underlying
lawsuit was tried to a verdict of approximately $2.2.
million against the city.

The city then sued the insurer for bad faith.The insurer re-
tained local outside counsel, who also prepared an opinion
that the underlying litigation did not trigger coverage.47

The city served discovery requests seeking the insurer’s
entire file related to the underlying lawsuit, along with

all coverage opinion letters. The insurer objected based
upon work product and attorney-client privilege.48

The insurer acknowledged that by asserting the defense
of advice of counsel, it had waived attorney-client pri-
vilege as to the first coverage opinion.49 However, they
did not believe this waiver extended to the second opi-
nion letter, ‘‘because they did not rely upon any cover-
age advice from that firm.’’50 The city argued that the
waiver of attorney-client privilege based upon the
advice of counsel defense extended to any communica-
tions related to the coverage analysis. The city also
argued that the insurer may also be liable for bad
faith based upon the conduct of outside counsel.51

The court noted that when a litigant seeks to establish
its mental state by asserting that it acted after investi-
gating the law and reaching the belief that the law
permitted the action it took, then the actions it took,
including the advice received from counsel, remain re-
levant.52 This privilege is not waived just to the advice
the insurer accepts or relies upon.53 To hold otherwise
would permit an insurer to claim it relied upon advice
that supports its opinion but did not rely upon contrary
advice.54

The city also sought the information in outside coun-
sel’s files, including information not communicated to
the insurer, arguing that the duty of good faith could
not be delegated to another party, including counsel.55

The court rejected this argument as the waiver only
applied to information actually received from outside
counsel.56 The court, however, did permit discovery of
other coverage opinions the insurer received from the
instant outside counsel as they may be relevant to
demonstrate that the insurer received inconsistent
advice or have acted inconsistently in response to cover-
age advice.57 However, this waiver did not extend to
coverage opinions received after the coverage decisions
in this case.58 The waiver also did not extend to
attorney-client communications related to the instant
bad faith suit and not the coverage analysis.59

Conclusion
While many insurers pride themselves on never having
to rely on the advice of counsel defense, it remains a
viable arrow in the quiver of defenses available. In the in-
stances where it is asserted, an insurer needs to be aware
of the developing case law and how its own actions will
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be scrutinized regarding its reliance on that advice and
how it will impact discovery in the lawsuit.
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